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ABSTRACT6

Stationary waves describe the persistent meanders in the west-east flow of the extratrop-7

ical atmosphere. Here, changes in stationary waves caused by ice sheets over North America8

are examined and underlying mechanisms discussed.9

Three experiment sets are presented showing the stationary wave response to the albedo10

or topography of ice sheets, as well as the albedo and topography in combination, as the11

forcings evolve from 21ka to 10ka.12

It is found that although the wintertime stationary waves have the largest amplitude,13

changes due to an ice sheet are equally large in summer and winter.14

In summer, ice sheet albedo is the dominant cause of changes: topography alone gives15

an opposite response to realistic ice sheets including albedo and topography.16

In winter, over the Atlantic, stationary wave changes are due to the ice sheet topography;17

over the Pacific, they are due to the persistence of summertime changes, mediated by changes18

in the ocean circulation.19

It is found that the response of stationary waves over the last deglaciation echoes the20

above conclusions, with no evidence of abrupt shifts in atmospheric circulation. The response21

linearly weakens as the albedo and height decrease from 21ka to 10ka.22

As potential applications, the seasonal cycle over Greenland is shown to be sensitive23

primarily to changes in summer climate caused by the stationary waves; the annual mean24

circulation over the North Pacific is found to result from summertime, albedo-forced, sta-25

tionary wave effects persisting throughout the year because of ocean dynamics.26
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1. Introduction27

The seasonally averaged circulation of the Earth’s atmosphere at middle latitudes is28

characterised by a meandering west to east flow. The meanders or “stationary waves” have29

been a subject of research for the many decades since they were first described and their30

underlying physics explored (Charney and Eliassen 1949; Bolin 1950; Smagorinsky 1953).31

By separating the full complexity flow into a uniform west to east component with a wavy32

component superposed on top, it is possible to reduce the system into more understandable33

elements. This philosophy for reducing the complexity of a system into tractable elements34

has been further applied to understanding the wavy part of the flow, isolating the role35

that heating or topography may play in exciting the stationary waves (see for example the36

review of Held et al. 2002). Decomposing the flow into simple elements not only leads to37

a mathematically simpler analysis, but also allows one to build up an intuition for how to38

conceptually describe the flow. In this paper we shall use a similar philosophy to describe39

how the stationary waves evolve in response to ice sheet forcing, focusing on the role that ice40

sheet albedo and topography play. Although we shall spend much of the paper describing41

one state of the ice sheet, by understanding how these elements interplay we shall be able to42

gain an intuition for describing how the stationary waves will differ for any state of the ice43

sheet. Such an intuition is extremely powerful for understanding paleoclimate proxy data44

which vary in time.45

Attempting to understand the role that different glacial boundary conditions, and par-46

ticularly those of the Laurentide and Cordilleran Ice Sheets (LCIS), play in altering the47

atmospheric circulation is not a new idea (e.g. Cook and Held 1988). Many studies have48

focused upon the wintertime stationary waves. These studies have generally shown that49

the response to the topography of the ice sheet is the most important (e.g. Broccoli and50

Manabe 1987; Cook and Held 1988; Kageyama and Valdes 2000; Pausata et al. 2011; Hofer51

et al. 2012; Löfverström et al. 2014). However, although the amplitude of the stationary52

waves is largest in winter (e.g. Peixoto et al. 1992; Hartmann 1994), it is not obvious that53
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changes to the stationary waves will also be largest in this season. Furthermore, if we wish54

to understand the signals captured by proxies that recorded the climate of the past, it is55

important to understand what causes changes to the climate in seasons other than winter,56

since these proxies often reflect these different seasons. In this paper we therefore consider57

in detail the extreme seasons of both summer and winter. As we shall show, the responses58

to ice sheet forcing are quite different in these two seasons.59

A dynamic ocean can also play an important role in the response of the stationary60

waves. Many previous studies have used atmosphere-only simulations with fixed SST (e.g.61

Hofer et al. 2012; Merz et al. 2015; Löfverström and Liakka 2016) or slab oceans (e.g. Cook62

and Held 1988, 1992; Löfverström et al. 2014). While a specified SST allows one to isolate63

a single forcing, it neglects a crucial feedback. Slab oceans go part of the way to capturing64

the role of the ocean, but it is only with all of the relevant dynamics that the role of the65

ocean can really be captured. Yanase and Abe-Ouchi (2010) showed that in response to66

ice sheet forcing, the response over the Pacific was highly variable when models without67

a dynamic ocean were used; models with a dynamic ocean were quite consistent in their68

response. Exactly how the dynamic ocean might cause this is most easily demonstrated by69

using identical atmosphere models coupled to either fixed SST or to a dynamic ocean. This70

is the approach that we take.71

While understanding how the stationary waves respond to the largest, Last Glacial Max-72

imum (LGM), ice sheets is important, understanding how smaller ice sheets influence the73

climate is just as important: during the majority of the last glacial period the ice sheets74

were much less extensive than at the LGM, 21kyr ago. A number of studies have looked at75

specific cases of different ice sheets (Ullman et al. 2014; Löfverström et al. 2014; Merz et al.76

2015), and have shown that the stationary waves do differ with these different ice sheets. To77

understand these differences the focus has generally been on the different topography of the78

ice sheets and its mechanical forcing, not on the area of the ice sheet and its diabatic forc-79

ing. Since in summer this diabatic forcing is especially important (Ting 1994), if we are to80
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correctly understand how the stationary waves evolve, understanding the role of albedo can81

not be omitted. Indeed the relative role of albedo and topography needs to be understood82

to fully appreciate how the stationary waves might have evolved in the past. In this way we83

can understand periods when ice sheet area and topography might have been different, yet84

total ice volume the same. In addition, while it is helpful to understand the details of the85

response to specific ice sheets, it is also helpful to understand in more general terms how the86

climate may respond to ice sheets of any size. Many climate proxy records are continuous87

and therefore reflect a continuum of ice sheet configurations. Since it is still rare to be able88

to simulate the response of the climate to such continuously evolving boundary conditions,89

having a general understanding of how the stationary waves evolve in response to a range90

of ice sheet configurations allows one to place proxy records in the context of a response91

to an evolving ice sheet, without explicit simulation. In this study we shall use a number92

of different simulations to understand when ice sheet albedo is the most important forcing,93

when topography is the most important, and how the response varies with incrementally94

different ice sheet size. In this way we can more generally understand the role that ice sheets95

play in the climate system and place continuous proxy records into this context.96

This paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2 we describe the model configurations that97

we use. In Sections 3 and 4 we describe in detail how the stationary wave patterns change in98

response to the largest, 21ka, ice sheet configurations. In these sections we open the discus-99

sion by describing these responses and comparing them to previous studies before analysing100

the response in the context of known dynamical processes. In Section 5 we describe how the101

stationary waves evolve with a set of ice sheet reconstructions of the Last Deglaciation, from102

21ka to 6ka. In Section 6 we place our results in the context of other studies of stationary103

waves of the ice age climate, in Section 7 we describe how our results may be used to place104

palaeoclimate records into a wider context. Finally we conclude in Section 8.105
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2. Simulations106

We analyse simulations using both coupled and atmosphere-only models. With these two107

set ups we can isolate where significant feedbacks arise from changes in the ocean circulation.108

Since many of the early studies examining the impact of ice sheets on the atmosphere’s109

stationary waves lacked a dynamic ocean, understanding the role that the ocean may play110

is important for extending the findings of these studies.111

We use the atmosphere-only general circulation model HadAM3 (Pope et al. 2000; Valdes112

et al. 2017) and its coupled atmosphere and ocean counterpart HadCM3 (Gordon et al.113

2000; Valdes et al. 2017). Specifically we use the HadAM3B-M1 and HadCM3B-M1 versions114

reported by Valdes et al. (2017). These model configurations are similar to those in the115

original references but contain a number of bug fixes and, most importantly for this study,116

the atmosphere component in HadCM3B-M1 is identical to that in HadAM3B-M1. Changes117

in the stationary wave behaviour between the coupled and atmosphere-only simulations118

can, therefore, only arise from the presence or absence of a dynamic ocean. The coupled119

simulations of HadCM3 that we use were previously reported by Roberts and Valdes (2017).120

At the LGM the greenhouse gas concentrations were different, with the carbon dioxide121

concentration notably lower; ice sheets present over North America and Eurasia; the orbital122

configuration different, though very similar to today. A full LGM simulation therefore re-123

quires changes to all of these parameters (Kageyama et al. 2017). Such a simulation is needed124

to compare with proxy data, however for a mechanistic understanding of the climate it is far125

from ideal. Changing many boundary conditions at once means that it is very difficult to126

know which of the boundary conditions causes any change. Changing one forcing at a time127

allows one to diagnose the exact role of that forcing. Many previous studies have shown that128

it is the topography of the ice sheets that has a dominant influence on the North Atlantic129

mid-latitude circulation (e.g. Broccoli and Manabe 1987; Cook and Held 1988; Kageyama130

and Valdes 2000; Pausata et al. 2011; Hofer et al. 2012; Löfverström et al. 2014). Greenhouse131

gas concentrations can have an impact at mid-latitudes though the changed meridional tem-132
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perature gradient that they imply, this effect is however secondary (Broccoli and Manabe133

1987).134

To describe the boundary conditions that we use, we quote from Roberts and Valdes135

(2017): We derive our boundary conditions from the ICE-5G (VM2) reconstruction of the136

ice sheets (Peltier 2004). Unless otherwise indicated, boundary conditions are for the pre-137

industrial. This includes the greenhouse gases and orbital forcing and the land sea mask. Of138

course, over the Last Deglaciation all of these forcings changed, but it is not our intention139

to make the best simulation of the Last Deglaciation rather to understand how an ice sheet140

impacts the climate. We simulate timeslices every 1ka from 21ka until 6ka.141

To investigate the effect of albedo (experiment ALB), land areas that are ice covered at142

each timeslice have all of their surface properties set to those of land ice. These include143

surface albedo and roughness, and all of the model’s other vegetation and soil parameters.144

We impose this land surface change to all ice covered areas in the Northern Hemisphere,145

so include changes in the albedo over both North America, where the LCIS lay, and over146

Northern Europe, where the Eurasian Ice Sheet lay. In this way we create a time varying147

“White Plain” in the NH.148

To investigate the role of topography (experiment TOP), land areas in which the LIS149

existed have their surface topography raised to be that of the ICE-5G reconstruction. We add150

this surface elevation change as an anomaly to the pre-industrial topography that is used in151

control runs of HadCM3. We only change the surface topography over North America, ev-152

erywhere else remains as in the pre-industrial. We therefore ignore the effect of the Eurasian153

Ice Sheet’s topography. Due to its larger size the LIS has a much larger impact on the climate154

than the Eurasian Ice Sheet. All other surface properties remain the same as for the pre-155

industrial. It should be noted that over time, due to the increased elevation of the surface,156

snow does accumulate on top of the topography anomaly causing a small albedo anomaly. It157

can be seen [Figs. 9b and 9d of Roberts and Valdes (2017)] that there is a small change158

in the ice sheet area in experiment TOP; the figures also show that this change is a tiny159
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fraction of the change in the albedo that arises from the imposition of an ice sheet. With160

these changes in the surface properties we create a “Green Mountain”.161

Finally to investigate the role of topography and albedo (experiment ALB/TOP) we162

combine the boundary condition changes of experiments ALB and TOP. We therefore have163

a land surface that simulates land ice, and its associated change in albedo, everywhere that164

was ice covered in the NH at each time slice (including over Eurasia), and a topography165

that is raised over North America (but not over Eurasia). In this way we create a “White166

Mountain”.167

The SST boundary condition used in the atmosphere-only simulations are taken from a168

pre-industrial control simulation of the coupled model. For the detailed analysis of the 21ka169

stationary waves shown in Sections 3 and 4 we use the long simulations (700 years: ALB,170

TOP; 900 years: ALB/TOP) and for the analysis of the evolution of the patterns in Section 5171

we use the shorter simulations (200 years: ALB; 500 years TOP, ALB/TOP). At the end of172

the longer runs the net TOA energy imbalance is approximately 0.3 Wm−2 in all simulations.173

This indicates that the runs are well spun up: for comparison the PMIP2 simulations used174

in many studies of the past climate have TOA energy imbalances of between 0.2 and 1.6175

Wm−2 (Donohoe et al. 2013). Analysis is undertaken on means from the final 100 years of176

the simulations. For a fuller discussion of how close to equilibrium our simulations are we177

refer the reader to Roberts and Valdes (2017).178

Figure 1 compares the stationary waves simulated by HadCM3 and HadAM3 with those179

derived from the ERA interim reanalysis data (European Centre for Medium-Range Weather180

Forecasts 2012). We plot the eddy geopotential height at two pressure levels: 850hPa and181

200hPa. With these 2 levels we can assess the vertical structure of the patterns, and through182

this understand the forcing mechanism of the waves. Comparing the winter, DJF, patterns183

we see that the simulated patterns are very similar to those seen in the reanalysis data184

in terms of both the spatial patterns and their amplitudes. There are a set of ridges and185

troughs with an equivalent barotropic structure over North America extending far over the186
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North Atlantic and into Asia. Over the Pacific there is a deep equivalent barotropic trough.187

In summer, JJA, the patterns are again very similar in the models and reanalysis data,188

although the model simulated stationary waves are rather stronger in amplitude than those189

seen in the reanalysis data. Spatially, the models and reanalysis show a series of baroclinic190

structures with surface ridges and upper level troughs over the Pacific and Atlantic oceans.191

Since the models replicate the vertical and horizontal structure of the stationary waves192

seen in the reanalysis data, we suggest that the models are not only capable of simulating193

the stationary waves themselves, but are also capable of simulating the mechanisms that194

cause them. For example, the baroclinic structures seen in JJA suggest that the models are195

correctly simulating the stationary waves as a response to heating rather than mechanical196

forcing. We feel confident, therefore, that the models can correctly simulate the processes197

that shall be crucial for understanding how the stationary waves evolve in response to the198

presence of ice sheets. It is to this that we now turn our attention.199

3. Wintertime stationary waves200

In the modern climate, the wintertime stationary waves are a response to the mechanical201

forcing from topography as well as the dynamical forcing form diabatic heating due to tran-202

sients and the flow over the topography (Valdes and Hoskins 1989; Nigam et al. 1986, 1988;203

Held et al. 2002). Simple linear models have shown that during glacial times the response204

of the stationary waves to an ice sheet is rather less complicated and can be considered as205

simply the mechanical response to the topography of the ice sheet (Cook and Held 1988).206

In Fig. 2(a,d), which shows the difference between experiment ALB and the control207

in winter, we see that the impact of ice sheet albedo on the stationary waves is small.208

Considering the atmosphere-only response (a), we see small changes in the 200 hPa height209

field but no noticeable change at 850 hPa. The coupled response (d) is larger both aloft and210

near the surface. The most notable feature is a small surface and upper level trough over211
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the Bering Sea. The overall small response is unsurprising, since there is little to force a212

change. The wintertime stationary waves have been shown to be a response to topographic213

forcing (e.g. Valdes and Hoskins 1989; Nigam et al. 1986, 1988; Held et al. 2002) and in ALB214

the topography is no different to the control simulation. The stationary waves are also a215

response to diabatic heating, but this also does not change: in NH winter much of the area216

that is ice covered in ALB is snow covered in the control simulation, resulting in a negligible217

change in the surface albedo. The response in the Bering Sea in the coupled simulation is218

the result of a cold surface temperature anomaly in this region. This arises from the change219

in the summer time circulation that shall be detailed in the following section.220

The response of the wintertime stationary waves to the Green Mountain’s topogra-221

phy, shown by experiment TOP, is large both upstream and downstream of the ice sheet222

(Fig. 2(b,e)). Looking first at the atmosphere-only response we see an upper level trough223

over the ice sheet. This trough is centred to the east of the highest heights of the ice sheet.224

Farther downstream of the ice sheet we see ridges both equatorward and poleward of this225

trough. This response is consistent with the linear response to ice sheet topography de-226

scribed at length by Cook and Held (1988). Indeed, as suggested by linear models, in TOP227

the equatorward ridge is more prominent than the poleward ridges and troughs. In the cou-228

pled simulation (Fig. 2(e)) we see a generally larger response than in the atmosphere-only229

simulation. The trough over the ice sheet in the coupled simulation is deeper and extends230

farther east over the North Atlantic; the 850 hPa response in the North East Atlantic is also231

far larger. Interestingly, however, the ridge that is equatorward and downstream of the ice232

sheet is weaker throughout the atmosphere in the coupled simulation. This weakening of the233

response is consistent with a more non-linear response of the atmospheric flow, unsurprising234

since the coupling of the atmosphere to the ocean introduces significant non-linearities to235

the climate system.236

Upstream of the ice sheet in the atmosphere-only simulations there is an upper and lower237

level ridge to the the west of the ice sheet, centred over the Bering Strait. To the west and238
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south of the ice sheet there is an upper level trough, centred near 35◦N, 190◦E. The ridge239

feature is very similar to the linear response shown by Cook and Held (1992). When the240

coupled model is used the upper level ridge due west of the ice sheet remains, with the near241

surface expression much enhanced in the sea of Okhotsk. The upper level trough centred at242

35◦N, 190◦E is somewhat deepened by the inclusion of a dynamic ocean.243

The response to the combined albedo and topography of the White Mountain in experi-244

ment ALB/TOP is shown in Fig. 2(c,f). Looking first at the atmosphere-only response we245

see striking similarities between ALB/TOP and TOP (Fig. 2(e)), but with a generally larger246

response in ALB/TOP. This difference in the response, both up and downstream of the ice247

sheet, is because of a diabatic cooling over the ice sheet in ALB/TOP compared to TOP.248

In the coupled simulation the response during winter downstream of the ice sheet in249

ALB/TOP is very similar to that in TOP. The most notable differences are upstream, where250

in ALB/TOP there is a large upper and lower level trough centred near 35◦N, 190◦E and251

an upper level ridge centred over 20◦N, 220◦E. These features are only apparent in the252

coupled simulation, therefore are a direct response to ocean feedbacks. Comparing ALB253

and ALB/TOP (Figs. 2(d) and (f)), these same features are apparent in both simulations254

indicating that they are a response to the surface albedo. These features are associated with255

colder surface temperatures in the mid North Pacific that are established during the summer256

months. In ALB/TOP, because of the topographically forced ridge over Beringia, this North257

Pacific feature is located somewhat to the south of that in the ALB simulation.258

The response shown in these model simulations is very similar to the response to the ice259

sheet forcing shown by Manabe and Broccoli (1985) and analysed by Cook and Held (1988).260

The trough over the ice sheet shown by Manabe and Broccoli (1985) is displaced to the261

east of that shown in Fig. 2(c,f). This is consistent with the different ice sheet topography262

used in their study which has its highest heights farther to the east of those in ICE-5G. The263

ridges downstream of the ice sheet are similarly located farther east in their simulations. The264

importance of topography was highlighted by Ullman et al. (2014). Using the same model265
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but 2 different ice sheet topographies, they showed that the ice sheet with higher elevations266

in the east has its stationary wave response shifted to the east.267

The role that the ocean plays in setting the change in the stationary waves can be seen268

by comparing the top and bottom rows of Fig. 2. Including a dynamic ocean enhances the269

stationary wave response especially near the surface. It also changes slightly the response270

in the TOP and ALB/TOP experiments, especially upstream and far downstream of the ice271

sheet. In these regions the different SST patterns that result from the different ice sheets272

can alter the stationary waves. In particular the wintertime stationary wave over the North273

East Atlantic is significantly enhanced with a dynamic ocean and, in turn, the atmospheric274

response downstream of this region, over Asia, is enhanced.275

4. Summertime stationary waves276

In the modern climate, the Northern Hemisphere summertime stationary waves have277

been shown to be a response to diabatic heating (Ting 1994). This diabatic heating can be a278

direct result of surface heating (Rodwell and Hoskins 2001) or an indirect result of a flow that279

is ascending or descending some topography (Ting 1994). How the summer stationary waves280

differ in a glacial climate has received little attention, however. Ringler and Cook (1999)281

showed that in an idealised model set up to mimic an ice sheet, the interaction between282

topography and diabatic heating is complex and does not fit well within a simple linear283

framework.284

The summertime stationary wave response to a White Plain in experiment ALB is large285

both up and downstream of the ice sheet (Fig. 3(a,d)). The pattern of the response is similar286

in both the atmosphere-only and coupled simulations, although the response is slightly re-287

duced in the coupled simulation, especially far downstream over Siberia. The large response288

in this season can be understood in terms of the change in the diabatic heating that arises289

from the white surface (Fig. 4). In summer the prescribed ice cover over North America290
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in experiment ALB dramatically increases the surface albedo. This causes a large cooling291

anomaly over North America. In contrast during winter, when much of North America is292

snow covered in the control simulation, prescribing ice cover has a limited impact. Further-293

more, during summer when the mean zonal wind speed is weaker, the stationary waves are294

more influenced by heating (Ting 1994).295

Downstream of the ice sheet the atmospheric response is broadly similar to the deep heat296

source at mid-latitudes case of Hoskins and Karoly (1981). Figure 5 shows that immediately297

downstream of the heating there is a strong baroclinic response with a surface ridge and298

upper level trough (the reverse of Hoskins and Karoly (1981) since the White Plain gives a299

cooling rather than heating). Farther downstream there are ridges that extend throughout300

the atmosphere with minimal tilt (Hoskins and Karoly 1981; Held 1983).301

Upstream of the ice sheet the summertime response can again be interpreted as the302

response to the implied heating anomaly. Rodwell and Hoskins (2001) showed that the in-303

tensity of the subtropical high in the Pacific during summer is strongly influenced by the304

heating that occurs over North America during that season. With the reduced heating from305

the White Plain, there is a reduction in the strength of the low level subtropical high and a306

concomitant decrease in the strength of the upper level trough. The change in the surface307

pressure resulting from the ice sheet albedo was also shown by Yanase and Abe-Ouchi (2010).308

In the control simulation, the largest heating is seen around 40◦N, and the summertime sur-309

face subtropical high is located near this latitude; the anomalous diabatic cooling introduced310

by the White Plain is to the north of this, near 50-60◦N, and the anomalous surface trough311

is also located near 50-60◦N, to the north of the control simulation’s subtropical high. There312

is a remarkably small difference between the coupled and uncoupled atmospheric response to313

the White Plain indicating that ocean dynamics are minimally important in causing this fea-314

ture. By contrast in winter it is only in the coupled simulation that the changes in the North315

Pacific manifest themselves. We therefore propose that in experiment ALB the summer time316

heating anomaly causes a change in the surface ocean that, while minimally important in317
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changing the flow in the summer season, is crucially important in changing the wintertime318

circulation.319

The response of the stationary waves to a Green Mountain in experiment TOP during320

summer is also large (Fig. 3(b,e)). There is a large upper level ridge that sits atop the321

highest topography, with a series of troughs and ridges downstream of the ice sheet. The322

first comparison to make is between the summer and winter time responses. Broadly, the323

JJA response to the Green Mountain is opposite to that in DJF. This implies that the324

mechanisms by which the topography forces the stationary waves in TOP during JJA are325

not the same as those in DJF: in experiment TOP during JJA the stationary waves are326

not merely responding to the mechanical forcing of the topography. Downstream of the ice327

sheet there is an upper level trough that has its maximum just to the south of Greenland.328

There is a similar feature in ALB, however the trough in TOP is to the east of that in329

ALB. This reflects the rather different cause of this feature in TOP. In ALB the upper level330

trough is a direct response to the diabatic heating and sits closer to the ice sheet itself; in331

TOP the trough is a downstream response to the topography and sits downstream of the332

ice sheet. This can most easily be seen in vertical sections of eddy geopotential height. In333

ALB (Fig. 5(a)) the upper level trough is over the eastern edge of the ice sheets: in TOP334

(Fig. 5(b)) it is centred 20◦ east of the eastern edge. These differences shall be important335

when we consider the response to a White Mountain.336

Upstream of the ice sheet the response in TOP displays a distinctive baroclinic struc-337

ture, suggesting that it is a local response to diabatic heating (Ting 1994). The anomalous338

ridge/trough features are located to the north of the control simulation’s which is consistent339

with the more northward position of the diabatic heating anomalies (Fig. 4). This response340

is similar to that seen in ALB but with a reversed sign: in TOP the topography introduces341

a positive heating anomaly in contrast to the negative heating anomaly in ALB.342

Comparing the coupled and atmosphere-only simulations, we see that the climate’s re-343

sponse downstream is somewhat weakened, as was the case in the White Plain experiment.344
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Upstream of the ice sheet the response is significantly enhanced by the interactive ocean.345

In all experiments the presence of the interactive ocean tends to increase the heating over346

the continent relative to the atmosphere-only experiment. Since the presence of the Green347

Mountain increases the heating over the continent, including the interactive ocean further348

increases this heating, with a concomitant increase in the strength of the response upstream349

and decrease downstream.350

The response in experiment ALB/TOP during summertime is most similar to ALB, and351

in general is opposite to that seen in TOP (Fig. 3(c,f)). Directly over the White Mountain’s352

topography there is a weak ridge at the surface and upper levels (Fig. 5(c)). There is a surface353

ridge over the ice sheet in ALB (Fig. 5(a)), however this is very much a surface feature. We354

shall argue later that the upper level ridge is a mechanical response to topography. Finally,355

the opposite responses in experiments TOP and ALB/TOP suggest that understanding356

the processes by which a Green Mountain influences stationary waves is not relevant to357

understanding the last ice age, which had White Mountains.358

In the atmosphere-only simulation, downstream of the ice sheet there are a series of ridges359

and troughs. These are located in positions more reminiscent of ALB than TOP, especially360

in the case of the first downstream trough which peaks over the eastern edge of the ice sheet.361

Farther downstream, the ridge over the eastern Atlantic is located slightly equatorward of362

that in either ALB or TOP. Upstream of the ice sheet there is little difference between the363

response in ALB/TOP and ALB. There is a ridge that forms over Alaska in ALB/TOP which364

is not present in ALB and also a ridge over Central Russia, however the largest response, over365

the Pacific ocean, is the same in both simulations. The response in the coupled simulation366

is very similar to that in the atmosphere-only simulation, with only a slight reduction in the367

amplitude of the response apparent in the coupled simulation.368

The similarities between ALB and ALB/TOP can be best understood in terms of the369

heating field which is similar in the ALB and ALB/TOP experiments and opposite to that370

in TOP. Figure 4 shows the implied diabatic heating from the different ice sheets. The371
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Green Mountain causes a positive diabatic heating anomaly on the downstream side of the372

ice sheet (Fig. 4(b)). This is associated with the ridge that we showed sits atop the ice sheet.373

These features are consistent with the response to topographic forcing of a westerly flow in374

a baroclinic atmosphere described by Hoskins and Karoly (1981) in their Fig. 7(c). This375

response is not the same as the equivalent barotropic vertical response to topography which376

describes the winter circulation (see previous section). Nor is it similar to either the White377

Plain (Fig. 4(a)) or White Mountain (Fig. 4(c)) both of which cause a negative diabatic378

heating anomaly over the ice sheet in summer. The amplitude of the heating anomaly in379

both ALB and ALB/TOP is similar in the two cases. It is, therefore, unsurprising that the380

upstream response of the climate, which is the most directly influenced by the heating, is381

very similar in these two experiments. These similarities can be emphasised by plotting the382

difference between ALB and ALB/TOP (Fig. 6). In the atmosphere-only simulation, over383

the Pacific there is no change in the stationary wave pattern (not shown); in the coupled384

simulation the changes are small (Fig. 6(a,c)). The region where topography is important385

is over Alaska. Here a ridge forms when the topography is raised; this ridge also forms in386

the TOP experiment, indicating that diabatic heating is not important in establishing this387

feature.388

Downstream of the ice sheet similar arguments apply. Hoskins and Rodwell (1995) and389

Ting (1994) both showed that during summer most of the atmosphere’s stationary wave390

features could be explained using simplified atmospheric models forced only by the diabatic391

heating pattern. Including the topography had only a small effect. These simulations used392

the modern topography, rather than the LGM ice sheets used in this study. In our simu-393

lations we find a larger role for topography downstream of the ice sheet. Figure 6 shows394

the additional changes in the stationary waves that arise from elevating a White Plain to a395

White Moutain. There is a striking similarity between the difference between experiments396

ALB/TOP and ALB in JJA (Fig. 6 a,c) and TOP and the control in DJF (Fig. 6 b,d). In the397

preceding section we argued that in DJF the response of the stationary waves to topography398
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(shown by experiment TOP) could be considered in terms of the response to the mechanical399

forcing of the ice sheet. We therefore argue that the additional effect of elevating a White400

Plain in JJA can also be considered as the simple response to the mechanical forcing of401

the ice sheet. There are differences, however. The response of the raised elevation in JJA402

is weaker than the mechanically forced response in DJF, and the equatorward upper level403

ridge downstream of the ice sheet is farther east in the elevated White Plain.404

The location of this ridge may be explained by the different mean state conditions in405

JJA compared to DJF and their impact on the propagation of planetary waves (Hoskins and406

Ambrizzi 1993). Figure 7 shows maps of the stationary wavenumber in the White Mountain407

simulation for DJF (a) and JJA (b). We see that during the winter the waveguide has a408

much larger latitudinal extent than during the summer. This means that during the winter,409

waves excited by the ice sheet topography can propagate deeper into the tropics. During410

the summer, by contrast, waves excited by the topography are constrained by the narrower411

waveguide and propagate more zonally. Figure 6(a) shows this with the upper level ridge in412

JJA being centred near 40◦N, 30◦W (panel (a)), and in DJF the same feature being centred413

near 30◦N, 60◦W (Fig 6(b)). This same argument can be applied to the other downstream414

ridges and troughs that are a response to the topography, which all propagate more zonally415

in summer than in winter. The largest changes in the waveguide are seen between the JJA416

and DJF seasons (Fig. 7(c,d)), however there are differences in the waveguides within the417

same season caused by the different ice sheets. In the winter the ice sheet topography lowers418

the average wavenumber to the south of the ice sheet allowing for the propagation of lower419

wavenumbers in this region. The ice sheet albedo has a negligible effect. By contrast in420

summer, the ice sheet albedo causes a similar lowering of the stationary wavenumber to the421

south of the ice sheet, the topography alone causes, if anything an increase in the average422

wavenumber.423

We conclude that the summertime response to a White Mountain in experiment ALB/TOP424

can be considered as the combined response to the reduced diabatic heating, caused by the425
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reduced albedo, and the mechanical forcing of the raised topography. This response can not426

be considered the linear combination of the ALB and TOP simulations.427

5. Stationary wave evolution over the last 21kyr428

In the previous sections we described the details of the atmosphere’s response to the429

different elements of an ice sheet, for an ice sheet at the glacial maximum. In this section we430

shall describe how the atmosphere responds to smaller ice sheets. We shall use the sets of431

simulations described by Roberts and Valdes (2017). These are simulations that cover the432

period 21–6ka using the fully coupled HadCM3 model forced by the different elements of the433

ice sheets. The simulations described in the previous section are the 21ka simulations from434

this set.435

To describe how the stationary waves evolve we shall compute the EOFs of the 200 hPa436

height field for the 15 simulations in each set. Since in the preceding section we found437

rather different responses up and downstream of the ice sheet, we compute 2 EOFs for these438

simulations, one upstream of the ice sheet (120◦W-60◦E, 10◦N-85◦N ) and one downstream439

(60◦E-240◦E, 10◦N-85◦N). In order to relate these time evolving patterns to the analysis of440

the previous section we also compute the pattern correlations between the EOFs and the441

response patterns at 21ka (Table 1). High pattern correlations indicate similar mechanisms442

are at work. Plotting the EOFs (Figs. 8 and 9) gives spatial information about the atmo-443

spheric response to ice sheet evolution; to understand the temporal evolution we project the444

EOFs onto the underlying 200 hPa height fields to obtain time series of the EOFs principal445

components. Since we are interested less in how the stationary waves respond in real time446

than we are interested in how they respond to the size of the ice sheet, we plot these PCs447

against metrics of the ice sheets area and height (Fig. 10 and 11). Finally, since we wish448

to understand how the stationary waves from a White Mountain can be related to their449

constituent albedo and topography responses, we project the EOFs from the ALB and TOP450
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set of experiments onto the 200 hPa height field from the ALB/TOP set of experiments to451

understand how well these EOFs explain the combined response. These are plotted as the452

faint blue circles on the ALB and TOP experiments. We only show the first EOFs since453

these explain the majority of the variance (Table 1).454

Mathematically we can define the principal components (PCs) for each experiment as,455

for example with ALB,456

PC[ALB](t) = Z200[ALB](x, y, t) · EOF [ALB](x, y), (1)

which means that the projection of the EOFs from ALB onto experiment ALB/TOP is:457

Projection[ALB](t) = Z200[ALB/TOP](x, y, t) · EOF [ALB](x, y). (2)

If the values of Projection[ALB](t) are similar to those of PC[ALB](t), then EOF [ALB]458

is a good description of the evolution of Z200[ALB/TOP]; if they are not then the EOFs do459

not capture the evolution.460

a. Winter461

In ALB we saw little change in the wintertime stationary waves at 21ka and this is con-462

sistent through time. In TOP the spatial pattern of the evolving response is very similar to463

that of the 21ka simulation (Table 1). This is true both upstream (Fig. 8(c)) and downstream464

of the ice sheet (Fig. 8(d)). Furthermore, we find that the amplitude of the response varies465

linearly with the increasing height of the ice sheet (Fig 10(e,f)). The pattern of the response466

to the evolving ice sheet in the ALB/TOP experiments is also much like the response to the467

21ka simulation both up and downstream (Fig. 8(e,f)). Again this pattern evolves linearly468

with the ice sheet height (Fig 10(e,f)). Comparing the influence of albedo and topography469

in ALB/TOP, we find that in winter there is little influence from albedo at any state of470

the ice sheet; furthermore, it is remarkable how much of the pattern from the TOP set of471

experiments can explain the evolution in the ALB/TOP set (Fig 10 e,f light blue dots). This472
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is true, both up and downstream of the ice sheet. There are small differences in the spatial473

patterns for the White and Green Mountains: the response in ALB/TOP tends to be larger474

than in TOP. However, in the hemispheric average these differences are small.475

b. Summer476

The summer patterns are rather more complex. In the ALB set of simulations the477

upstream and downstream patterns of evolution are both very similar to the 21ka patterns478

(Table 1). The upstream and downstream patterns both evolve linearly with increasing ice479

sheet area (Fig. 11 a,b ), although there is some suggestion that the upstream response peaks480

when the ice sheet area is near 3 × 1013 km2 (which occurs at 16ka) and does not increase481

despite the ice sheet being nearly 10% larger than this at 21ka. In TOP the patterns of482

evolution are also similar to the pattern shown at 21ka. The time evolution of the pattern483

is not linear: both up and downstream of the ice sheet the response of the atmosphere is484

weaker for small ice sheets. Indeed, it is only when the mean height of the ice sheet is greater485

than 0.2 km that there is much of change in the stationary waves upstream of the ice sheet.486

Maps of the stationary waves for these smaller ice sheets (not shown) show that although487

there is a response in the atmosphere it is not well matched by the 21ka response.488

The response during summer in the ALB/TOP set of experiments is very similar to the489

21ka response (Table 1). We first consider the response upstream of the ice sheet. The490

amplitude of the pattern increases with the increasing size of the ice sheet. However, both491

the area and height of the ice sheet are important: it can be seen that the increase in492

amplitude of the principal component (Fig. 11c) with increasing ice sheet area is not linear,493

indicating that other processes must also be important, furthermore, from 18ka until 21ka494

when the ice sheet area changes little but the height of the ice sheet continues to increase,495

the amplitude of the response also continues to increase. This fits with our discussion in496

the previous section which showed that topography is a contributor to the summer time497

response in ALB/TOP. Of all of the summertime EOFs, the EOF of the ALB/TOP suite498
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explains the smallest fraction of the total variance over the period 21-6ka (Table 1). This499

indicates that the simple framework of one pattern describing the stationary wave’s evolution500

is far less applicable in this experiment, as compared to experiments ALB and TOP. There501

is little similarity between the response to a Green and White Mountain responses at any502

state of the ice sheet(Fig. 11(e), green dots and light blue dots respectively); the White Plain503

pattern, although better, still fails to capture some details of the response, as was highlighted504

earlier(Fig. 11(a), red dots and light blue dots respectively).505

Looking at the response downstream of the ice sheet, a similar picture emerges: ice sheet506

topography can not explain the evolution of the stationary waves, however the area of the507

ice sheet, is not the sole determining factor. The pattern of the evolution of the stationary508

wave is very similar to the pattern of the 21ka stationary wave change.509

6. Discussion510

In this section we shall place the results that we have presented into the context of511

previous studies. As we shall discuss, many previous studies have used linear models of512

the atmosphere in order to understand which are the most important forcing mechanisms.513

Although we have not used explicitly linear models in our analysis, much of our interpretation514

uses implicitly linear thinking: we have attempted to explain the response in the ALB/TOP515

experiments as the superposition of the response in the ALB and TOP experiments. In516

this way we consider the linearity with respect to the boundary conditions rather than the517

linearity with respect to the forcing to the climate that these boundary conditions imply. As518

we have discussed there are occasions when such an interpretation fails. However, we feel519

that it is a useful way to gain an intuition for how the climate responds to the ice sheets, and520

so understand how the stationary waves may behave in situations that we have not explicitly521

simulated.522
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a. Winter523

Cook and Held (1988) and Cook and Held (1992) both investigated how far a linear524

framework could be taken to explain changes in the ice age stationary waves. They showed525

that it was capable of explaining a considerable amount of the response. Downstream of526

the ice sheet our results echo this. Comparing the TOP and ALB/TOP simulations we527

show that mechanical forcing can explain much of the stationary wave response; examining528

the evolution of the stationary waves we find that the patterns remain much the same529

with increasing topographic height and their amplitude increases linearly. Furthermore,530

the key non linearity introduced by ocean dynamics has only a small effect. Considering531

the non-linearity introduced by diabatic heating, as suggested by Ringler and Cook (1999),532

the additional cooling that the white ice sheet surface causes can enhance the mechanical533

response to topography, while not necessarily changing the pattern. Upstream of the ice534

sheet, however, non-linearity is far more important.535

Yanase and Abe-Ouchi (2010) demonstrated that over the North Pacific the presence of536

the ice sheet forced trough is the result of ocean dynamics, a result that we also show. This537

trough is also evident in the annual mean in the simulations of Pausata et al. (2011). It538

is remarkable how robust this feature is if a dynamic ocean is present. As was highlighted539

by Yanase and Abe-Ouchi (2010), in atmosphere-only and slab ocean model simulations the540

response over the North Pacific is highly variable from model to model. By contrast, when541

a dynamic ocean is used the response is quite consistent. The ridging over the Bering Sea is542

less sensitive to ocean dynamics, and this feature is also strongly influenced by the height of543

the ice sheet, a result similar to that shown by Otto-Bliesner et al. (2006) over the annual544

mean.545

Löfverström et al. (2016) have proposed that the strong stationary feature in the North546

East Atlantic can be considered as a result of the reflection of Rossby Waves into this547

region caused by the topography of the ice sheet. Although we find a similar feature in our548

simulations it is much stronger in the coupled model than it is in the atmosphere-only model.549
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This suggests that this feature is not the result of a change to the waveguide caused by the550

topography alone, but that other non-linearities, such as changes in the ocean circulation551

and possible changes in the locally forced Rossby Waves, are also important.552

We also considered how the evolving shape of the ice sheets can influence the stationary553

waves. Ullman et al. (2014) stated that as the shape of the ice sheet changes, so too can554

the stationary waves. It is not possible to ascertain how much of the change they showed555

is a change in amplitude and how much a movement in the pattern, so it is not possible to556

say how much of the change might be understood as a change in the amplitude of a fixed557

pattern, caused by reduced ice sheet height, and how much is a movement in the pattern558

itself (as shown for example by Roe and Lindzen 2001). Relatively small changes in the559

ice sheet topography have been shown to impact the global amplitude of the wintertime560

stationary waves if these changes are in specific locations (Jackson 2000; Löfverström et al.561

2014). We find no evidence for this in our many simulations. In winter time it is only562

when the height of the ice sheet becomes comparable to the Rocky Mountains that we find a563

marked change in the stationary wave pattern. The major difference between our study and564

these previous studies is that we use a fully coupled model. We have shown that changes565

in the ocean circulation are an important component of the stationary wave response to ice566

sheet topography, so we suggest that an extreme sensitivity to ice sheet topography may567

arise from the lack of a dynamic ocean. We therefore propose that in agreement with the568

earliest studies of ice age stationary waves, the patterns scale linearly with the height of the569

ice sheet.570

b. Summer571

The summer time stationary waves have attracted far less attention than those in the572

winter. Ringler and Cook (1999) examined the interactions between heating and mechanical573

forcing in a simplified context. They concluded that the interaction of these effects was highly574

non-linear. Our results agree with this, although we do show that it is to a certain extent575
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possible to explain the downstream impact of a White Mountain in terms of the heating576

response to a White Plain and the mechanical impact of the topography. Understanding the577

amplitude of this latter part is difficult, however.578

Upstream of the ice sheet Yanase and Abe-Ouchi (2010) proposed that the response579

over the North Pacific is the result of heating anomalies over North America, a response580

that we too find. The ridging to the north of this, over Alaska has been suggested to581

be associated with the observed ice free conditions over Alaska during the last glaciation582

(Löfverström and Liakka 2016). In comparison to the model simulations of Löfverström and583

Liakka (2016) this ridge is weaker in our simulations. Figure 6(a) shows how important584

the topography is in setting up this feature, and it is absent from the response in the ALB585

experiment(Figure 3(d)). However, comparing Figure 3(a) and Figure 3(f) shows that the586

non-linearities introduced by having a dynamic ocean (a feature missing from Löfverström587

and Liakka 2016) are just as important as topography in causing this feature.588

In agreement with previous studies, we find that the summertime response of the sta-589

tionary wave is predominantly a response to cooling set by the ice sheet’s low albedo. There590

is a small impact of mechanical forcing that acts to amplify the stationary waves as the ice591

sheet’s surface is raised. However, in agreement with Ringler and Cook (1999) the underly-592

ing heating field is crucial in setting the response that is then amplified. As was shown by593

experiment TOP, the effect of topography alone produces the wrong sign of change in the594

heating field, and consequently the wrong sign in the stationary wave response to the ice595

sheet.596

c. The annual mean597

We have discussed the response of the stationary waves in the summer and winter seasons598

separately. This was motivated by the very different mechanisms known to force the station-599

ary waves in these seasons. To use the evolution of stationary waves as a framework within600

which to interpret the climate of the past it is often helpful to consider the annual average601
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response, for this is the timescale upon which some, but by no means all, palaeoclimate prox-602

ies record. When looking at the modern climate, Fig. 1 clearly shows that the amplitude of603

the wintertime stationary waves are significantly larger than those in summertime, thus they604

dominate the annual mean. In contrast, the anomalies in the stationary waves that we show605

in response to the ice sheet forcings are equally large in both DJF and JJA (Figs. 2 and 3).606

Therefore, to understand the changes to the annual mean one can not merely consider the607

changes to the topographically forced winter stationary waves. One must consider the full608

complexity of the thermally forced summer time circulation as well. Furthermore, upstream609

of the ice sheet both the winter and summer stationary wave responses are predominantly610

caused by heating anomalies.611

Unavoidably, therefore, when thinking about the annual mean one must take into ac-612

count the thermally forced behaviour of the stationary waves, not merely the mechanical613

topographic forcing.614

7. The paleoclimate context615

In this paper we have emphasised how an ice sheet, which is present all year round, can616

have a different impact on the atmospheric circulation in the winter and summer seasons.617

These changes could be reflected at the surface in an altered seasonal cycle. This, in turn618

could have serious implications for the understanding of paleoclimate proxy records.619

On thousand year and longer timescales the seasonal cycle is thought to be affected mostly620

by changes in the insolation caused by change in the orbital configuration. In particular, the621

precession of the equinoxes alters the amount of radiation that impinges on the atmosphere in622

the summer and winter seasons. We have shown that the mechanisms by which the ice sheets623

affect the climatological stationary waves differ by season. Furthermore, the responses of the624

circulation to the various mechanisms are also different. This could result in a change to the625

seasonal cycle of the stationary waves. Since surface climate variables such as temperature,626
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winds and precipitation are all affected by the stationary waves, palaeoclimate proxies for627

these variables may also record changes in the seasonal cycle when ice sheets are present.628

Therefore changes to the seasonal cycle must be interpreted in terms of the ice sheet size as629

well as the orbital configuration. Similarly, the interpretation of paleoclimate proxies which630

preferentially record one season must be made with a nod to the influence of ice sheets.631

To make this more concrete we present two examples of changes in the surface climate632

which can only be understood in terms of the season by season changes in the circulation.633

These are chosen to have general relevance for the understanding of paleoclimate proxies, and634

are not meant to explain a specific record. We examine the seasonal cycle over Greenland,635

and changes in the circulation of the North Pacific.636

We first consider the temperature over central Greenland. Section 3 shows that in winter,637

downstream of the White Mountain ice sheet (experiment ALB/TOP) it is the topography638

that is the most important cause of changes to the stationary waves; Section 4 shows that639

in summer it is the albedo of the ice sheet that is most important. Figure 2(f) shows that in640

winter directly over Greenland there is little change in the stationary waves; by contrast, in641

summer Fig. 3(f) shows that Greenland is affected by a deep anomalous trough. Thus the642

ice sheet has a different impact on the flow over Greenland in summer and winter. Looking643

at the summer and winter temperature and wind direction over Greenland will show how644

these changes in the stationary waves will be felt in surface climate variables. We look first645

at the surface wind direction, since this variable is the most closely linked to the stationary646

waves.647

Figure 12(a) shows how the wind direction changes over the 21ka to 6ka period as the648

ice sheet evolves. We see that in winter the wind direction does not appreciably change. In649

summer, however, there is a 40◦ shift in the wind direction towards more westerly winds as650

the upstream ice sheet decays. Such a shift in the winds would have a large impact on the651

concentration of many of the chemical species, such as the concentration of heavier water652

isotopes, contained within an ice core. Similarly, Fig. 12(b) shows that as the ice sheet653
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decays over the deglaciation, the summer temperature over central Greenland increases by654

up to 3◦C. By contrast the winter temperature shows a much smaller change and, indeed,655

when the 21ka ice sheet is compared to no ice sheet there is no change in the temperature.656

This example shows that because the winter and summer stationary wave responses to657

an ice sheet are different, the seasonal cycle over Greenland is dramatically altered when the658

LCIS is present. Such a change in the seasonality is important when we consider mass loss659

from the Greenland ice sheet over the Last Deglaciation. Since mass loss from a retreating660

ice sheet is driven predominantly by ablation in the summer, the summer warming effect of661

the retreating LCIS will have a distinct impact on the rate at which mass is lost from the662

Greenland Ice Sheet (Buizert et al. 2018).663

Next we consider the changes to the circulation in the North Pacific and its influence on664

the tropical Pacific. Jones et al. (2018) showed that there is a significant influence of the665

LCIS on the climate in Antarctica; this is mediated through the tropics. We show here how666

this can be understood in terms of the seasonal response of the stationary waves.667

Figure 13(b) shows the annual mean response of the near surface winds in the ALB/TOP668

simulation. This shows that the White Mountain has a strong influence deep into the Tropical669

Pacific throughout the year. The circulation is typified by a deep cyclone situated in the670

middle of the North Pacific. We can explain this feature as a summertime response to the671

albedo of the ice sheet that persists throughout the year due to ocean dynamics, and is672

further modulated by the the topography of the ice sheet in both winter and summer.673

We showed in Section 4, Fig. 3(a), that the presence of the anomalous summer time674

surface cyclone in the North Pacific is caused by the albedo of the ice sheet. This response675

occurs in summer without the presence of a dynamic ocean, however, when a dynamic ocean676

is present, the ocean adjusts to the forcing, allowing the feature to persist throughout year677

(Fig. 2(d)). The topography of the ice sheet plays a secondary role, altering slightly the678

circulation forced by the albedo of the ice sheet.679

In winter the topography of the ice sheet acts to move the cyclone that formed in the680
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summer to the south. Figure 2(b) shows that in winter the topography of the ice sheet forces681

a strong anticyclone that is centred over Alaska. This feature then interacts with the surface682

cyclone, which results from the SST anomaly caused by the summer circulation, causing it683

to deepen and move south. Comparing Fig. 2(d) and (f) shows the importance of the ice684

sheet topography in moving the feature to the south; comparing Fig 2(c) and (f) shows how685

important the ocean circulation changes, initiated in summer, are. This topographic steering686

of the cyclone to the south is also apparent in the summer circulation (Fig 3(d) and (f)).687

We do though emphasise that this purely mechanical topographic effect is an addition to688

the diabatic heating.689

The annual mean response shown in Fig 13(b) is the average of the elements of the690

responses in winter and summer. As we have described, to understand the impact of the691

ice sheet on the Pacific circulation we must first understand how the summer circulation692

is altered by albedo and subsequently how this circulation is altered by the ice sheet’s693

topography. In this way it is possible to understand how the changes in the ice sheet’s694

configuration during the deglaciation can influence the climate of the tropical Pacific as695

suggested by Russell et al. (2014) and Jones et al. (2018).696

These are but two examples of how important it is to understand the seasonal response of697

the atmospheric circulation to an ice sheet. In attempting to understand paleoclimate proxy698

records over deglaciations it is necessary to fully appreciate both how the climate responds699

in different seasons and also how the proxies respond to the seasonal cycle.700

a. Other forcing701

The experiments that we have described include only changes to the LCIS. During the702

last glacial period there were other boundary condition changes that we have not analysed.703

Lowered greenhouse gases could not only have cooled the climate globally, but also altered704

the meridional temperature gradient (Masson-Delmotte et al. 2006) with a resultant impact705

on the stationary waves. Previous studies have shown that this is a minor effect (Broccoli706
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and Manabe 1987), however.707

We only consider changes to the topography of the LCIS ignoring the effect of the708

Eurasian Ice Sheets (EIS). We suggest that the role of the EIS, though locally important, is709

much smaller than the effect of the LCIS on the global scale. Roe and Lindzen (2001) sug-710

gested that the EIS may have an impact on the stationary waves downstream however, this711

impact would be significantly damped over the Pacific due to the inherent damping in the712

atmosphere. We have shown that ice sheets can have an upstream impact. However, in the713

Atlantic, any upstream impact from the EIS will be dwarved by the downstream response714

of the much larger LCIS: in the Pacific the upstream impacts of the proximal LCIS will also715

dwarf the downstream effects of the distant EIS. Löfverström et al. (2014) argue that the716

EIS is located to far north to significantly interact with the westerlies in DJF and also show717

that the JJA impact is small. Finally, Sherriff-Tadano et al. (2018) explicitly simulate only718

the impact of the EIS on the climate. They show that although the EIS can have some719

large local impacts on the climate, on the global scale its impact on the stationary waves is720

negligible.721

We do not consider changes to the orbital configuration. At the LGM this will have a722

negligible impact since during this period there are minor differences in the orbital parameters723

compared to today. During the deglacial period, however there are major changes in the724

orbital configuration. Again we argue that any changes to the climate from the orbital725

forcing will be much smaller than changes caused by the ice sheets. For example Erb et al.726

(2015) show that the response of the climate to extremes of ice sheet and orbital forcing727

differ by almost an order of magnitude.728

We thus conclude that because the impact of the LCIS on the atmospheric circulation729

is so much larger than the impact of other glacial forcings, the results of this study can be730

applied more generally. Therefore the theoretical framework that we propose is useful for731

the interpretation of paleoproxy records.732
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8. Conclusion733

In this paper we have described how the atmosphere’s stationary waves are affected by the734

presence of the combined Laurentide Cordilleran Ice Sheet which sat over North America735

during the last glacial period. We have analysed the mechanisms by which the ice sheet736

alters the stationary waves elucidating the different summer and winter responses to the737

albedo and topography of the ice sheet. We use a set of simulations in which we only change738

the albedo of the surface, a White Plain, in experiment ALB; a set in which we change739

the topography but leave the surface albedo unchanged, a Green Mountain, in experiment740

TOP; and a realistic ice sheet in which both the topography and the albedo change, a White741

Mountain, in experiment ALB/TOP. By analysing the responses to the forcings separately742

it is possible to understand the combined response to a realistic ice sheet in which both the743

topography and albedo are different.744

In winter the main cause of the changes to the stationary waves from a realistic ice sheet,745

a White Mountain, is the topography. Downstream of the ice sheet the circulation patterns746

are very similar for a White Mountain ice sheet and a Green Mountain ice sheet, although747

the white surface of the White Mountain introduces a diabatic cooling anomaly relative748

to the Green Mountain which acts to enhance the response. Ocean dynamics also act to749

enhance the amplitude of the response. Upstream of the ice sheet there are two distinct750

features. There is an extensive ridge that forms over Alaska which is exclusively a response751

to topography: its amplitude is unchanged when either the surface albedo is changed or a752

dynamic ocean is introduced. Farther to the south there are troughs and ridges that form753

over the Pacific south of 40◦N. With the realistic White Mountain ice sheet this is a complex754

response that involves an interaction between SST anomalies that are established in the755

North Pacific during the summer, which are a response to the albedo of the ice sheet, and756

the topographically forced ridge over Alaska. Although complex, this is a robust feature that757

appears in other climate models (Yanase and Abe-Ouchi 2010). We argue that this pattern758

is very important for understanding how the LCIS can have a widespread influence on the759
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climate, even deep into the tropics.760

In summer it is the albedo of the surface that has the largest influence on the station-761

ary waves. This implies that the stationary waves are responding to a diabatic heating762

anomaly. Upstream of the ice sheet the changes to the stationary waves are almost exclu-763

sively a response to the albedo over of the ice sheet. There are negligible differences between764

simulations with either a White Plain or a White Mountain, and those in which we include765

either a dynamic ocean or those in which we merely specify the SST. This response over766

the North Pacific is crucial for explaining the wintertime response of the atmosphere in this767

basin. Over Alaska there is a small topographically forced change in the stationary wave.768

Downstream of the ice sheet the response of the atmosphere is predominantly caused, again,769

by the albedo of the ice sheet. However, unlike the upstream response, the topography does770

play a role. We argue that the impact of the raised topography of a White Mountain com-771

pared to a White Plain can be understood as a purely mechanical response to the forcing.772

However, it must be emphasised that this response is an addition to the diabatic heating773

changes. For, with a Green Mountain, which causes a diabatic heating anomaly of opposite774

sign to that caused by the White Mountain, the stationary wave response is also opposite,775

despite the two ice sheets having the same topography. As in the upstream response we find776

that ocean dynamics are of negligible importance for understanding the response.777

We also showed how the stationary waves respond to a time evolving LCIS over the778

period of the Last Deglaciation from 6-21 ka. We show that in wintertime it is possible to779

understand the evolving patterns as a response to the topography. Indeed, we show that the780

pattern that describes the majority of the variance in the evolution of a White Mountain is781

the same as that describing the evolution of a Green Mountain. In summertime, by contrast,782

we find that it is hard to find one single pattern to describe the evolution the White Mountain783

ice sheet. This fits with our arguments that the response of the summertime stationary waves784

are a combined response to both albedo and topography.785

While our description of the stationary waves responding solely to an ice sheet is inter-786
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esting from a purely dynamical stand point, it does also have relevance for understanding787

the climate of the past. We describe two examples where it is possible to extend our under-788

standing of how the atmosphere’s stationary waves evolve in summer and winter to problems789

that may have relevance to paleoclimatologists. These examples are the seasonal cycle over790

Greenland and the circulation of the North Pacific. These are not meant as the only exam-791

ples where our results may be of use, rather as examples of how others may apply our results792

to situations relevant to them.793

In understanding changes to the mid-latitude circulation in glacial times the wintertime794

circulation has received the majority of the attention. In this study we have tried to redress795

the balance and show that summertime is just as important. For, while the wintertime796

stationary waves are undoubtedly of larger amplitude than those in summertime, it does797

not follow that the changes in the stationary waves will be larger in winter than in summer.798

Indeed we show that in some instances the summer season is the most important.799
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List of Tables941

1 Percentage of variance captured by the first EOF of 200 hPa height, and, in942

brackets, pattern correlation with the 21ka stationary waves for 21-6ka suite943

of simulations 39944
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DJF JJA
upstream downstream upstream downstream

ALB 66 (0.80) 53 (0.92) 92 (0.99) 89 (0.99)
TOP 91 (0.99) 92 (0.99) 89 (0.99) 94 (0.99)

ALB/TOP 95 (0.99) 93 (0.99) 84 (0.99) 86 (0.98)

Table 1. Percentage of variance captured by the first EOF of 200 hPa height, and, in
brackets, pattern correlation with the 21ka stationary waves for 21-6ka suite of simulations
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-150 -75 150750

Fig. 1. Geopotential height at surface and upper levels for control simulations. Eddy z200
(contours) and z850 (colours) for ERA-interim (observations, a,d), HadAM3 (atmosphere-
only, b,e), HadCM3 (coupled, d,f) in the DJF (a,b,c) and JJA (d,e,f) seasons. Contours
change every 40m, dashed contours indicate negative values. Colours change every 15m.
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Fig. 2. Difference between the ice sheet and control simulation eddy z200 (contours),
and z850 (colours) during DJF. Top row atmosphere-only simulations, bottom row coupled
simulations. Panels (a,d) show experiment ALB, (b,e) experiment TOP, (c,f) experiment
ALB/TOP. Contours change every 10m, dashed contours indicate negative values. Colours
change every 6m.
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Fig. 3. Difference between the ice and control simulation eddy z200 (contours), and z850
(colours) during JJA. Plotting as in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 4. Difference between the JJA diabatic heating field for the ice sheet and the control
simulation (a, b, c). (d) shows the control simulation diabatic heating. Colours change every
10 W m−2.
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Fig. 5. Vertical section of the change in the JJA eddy geopotential height averaged between
50◦-70◦N. (a) shows experiment ALB, (b) TOP, (c) ALB/TOP. Colours show the control
eddy height field, contours show the anomalies for each experiment relative to the control.
The contour interval is 25(m) for both colours and contours, negative contours are shown by
the dashed lines (faint grey contours show intermediate, 12.5m contours in panels (a) and
(c)). The green vertical dash-dotted lines indicate the western and eastern edges of the ice
sheet, the greyed out regions show the surface topography.
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(b)

(d) ALB/TOP - ALB (JJA) (d) TOP - Control (DJF)

Fig. 6. Effect of an elevated white surface in JJA. Top panels show maps of the change in
the eddy z200 (contours) and z850 (colours) height fields. Bottom to panels show vertical
sections of the eddy height field averaged between 50-70◦N. Left column shows the difference
between ALB/TOP and ALB in JJA, right column shows difference between TOP and
Control in DJF. In the upper panels (a) and (b) the contours change every 40m, dashed
contours indicate negative values, colours change every 15m. In the lower panels (c) and
(d) the contour interval is 25(m) for both colours and contours, negative contours are shown
by the dashed lines. The green vertical dash-dotted lines indicate the western and eastern
edges of the ice sheet, the greyed out regions show the surface topography.
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Fig. 7. Planetary wavenumbers for various simulations. Panels (a,b) show maps of the
stationary wavenumber for the simulations ALB/TOP in DJF (a) and JJA (b), contours show
the zonal wind speed. Panels (c,d) show on the right sections of the stationary wavenumber
against latitude in the Atlantic basin (the region marked by the box in the upper panels);
on the left the average zonal wind. In all panels, the stationary wave numbers are calculated
as an average for phase speeds between 3-7 ms−1.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 8. EOFs of 200 hPa height for DJF computed over the period 21ka-6ka. Left hand set
of panels show EOFs computed from 120◦W to 60◦E, right hand set of panels for 60◦E to
240◦E. Units are meters
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 9. EOFs of 200 hPa height for JJA computed over the period 21ka-6ka. Plotting as
for Fig. 8
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Fig. 10. Principal components of 200 hPa height for DJF computed over the period 21ka-
6ka plotted against the area and height of the ice sheet. The left hand column shows the
PC for the upstream EOF (120◦W to 60◦E) the right hand column for the downstream PCs
(60◦E to 240◦E). The top four panels plot PCs of ALB (a,b) and ALB/TOP (c,d) against
the area of the ice sheet, the lower four panels plot the PCs of TOP (e,f) and ALB/TOP
(g,h) against the mean height of the ice sheet. The light blue circles shown for experiments
ALB and TOP are computed by projecting the EOFs from each experiment onto the 200hPa
height field from experiment ALB-TOP. Thus the light circles in (a,b) are those computed
in exactly as in Equation 2, in (e,f) they are computed for experiment TOP.
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Fig. 11. Principal components of 200 hPa height for JJA computed over the period 21ka-6ka
plotted against the area and height of the ice sheet. Plotting as for Fig. 10
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(a) (b)

Fig. 12. Change in the wind direction (a) and temperature (b) over central Greenland for
the ALB/TOP suite of simulations relative to the control pre-industrial simulation. Blue
dashed line shows the JJA average, orange dotted line shows the DJF average. The time is
the time for which the ice sheet reconstruction is made.
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(a) ALB - Control (ANN) (b) ALB/TOP - Control (ANN)

Fig. 13. Change in the annual mean 10m wind in the North Pacific for experiment ALB
(a) and ALB/TOP (b).
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